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When Aristotle referred to man as a political animal he could not know how near the mark he
was. The roots of politics are older than humanity.

Frans de Waal (1982, p. 207)

Frans de Waal’s basis for these assertions was
his rich observations of chimpanzee social
behaviour at Arnhem Zoo in the 1970s. In
Chimpanzee Politics, de Waal (1982) docu-
mented countless examples of coalition forma-
tion, competition, hierarchical dominance
struggles, status-seeking, and Machiavellian
social intelligence among our primate cousins
(Table 2.1). Later, Jane Goodall (1982) con-
firmed these findings in a wild population of
Gombe chimpanzees, adding further observa-
tions of aggressive behaviour to maintain
social order and territorial coalitional defence
against strangers. Such sociopolitical behav-
iours are also found in other great apes (Scott
& Lockard, 2007; Stanford, 1998), as well as
non-primate animal species including ants
(van Wilgenburg et al., 2010). This social
behaviour in non-human animals has parallels
in human sociopolitical behaviour. Human
politics are rife with disagreements regarding
the status of social groups, leadership, political
deception, law and order, military defence,
and immigration. These political issues arise
naturally from a phylogenetically ancient
problem shared by all social species: managing
conflicts of interest inherent to living in social
groups (Petersen, 2015).
In the decades since de Waal and Goodall’s

seminal work, disparate disciplines have shown

that aspects of human political behaviour are
at least partly based in biology. First, studies
demonstrate that political ideology covaries
with physiological differences, such as auto-
matic eye-blink amplitude and electromyo-
graphic facial activity in response to aversive
stimuli (Fodor et al., 2008; Hibbing et al.,
2014; Oxley et al., 2008; but see Bakker et al.,
2020). Second, behavioural genetics has identi-
fied a heritable component to political attitudes
and values (Alford et al., 2005; Hatemi et al.,
2012; see also Chapter 3). Third, developmen-
tal psychology shows that personality differ-
ences early in life predict political orientation
decades later (Block & Block, 2006). Fourth,
cross-cultural anthropology demonstrates that
human political behaviour is a species-typical
universal: humans all over the world live in
social groups, form coalitions, cooperate with
one another, favour the in-group, adhere to
social norms and laws, and sanction norm vio-
lators (Brown, 1991). Taken together, this evi-
dence inspires questions about the evolutionary
foundations of human political psychology.

2.1 An Evolutionary Approach
to Psychology

Unlike other approaches to psychology that
describe how the human mind functions, an
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evolutionary approach to psychology also con-
siders why the human mind functions the way
it does (Scott-Phillips et al., 2011; Tinbergen,
1963) by placing human psychology within the
context of our species’ particular evolutionary
history. This approach acknowledges that
many of the psychological mechanisms under-
lying modern human behaviour were inherited
from our hominid ancestors (Barkow et al.,
1992). Following the logic of evolution by
natural selection (Darwin, 1859), these psycho-
logical mechanisms are thought to be universal
features of the human mind that are adapted
to the basic challenges of survival and repro-
duction that have faced our lineage. For
example, incest avoidance is hypothesised
to be a psychological mechanism shared by
all humans that functions to avoid the
deleterious genetic consequences of inbreeding
(Westermarck, 1891).

As well as explaining universal features of the
human mind, an evolutionary approach also
explains variation in psychology and behaviour
(Buss, 2009). First, different environmental

inputs into a universal psychological architec-
ture can produce variation through phenotypic
plasticity (Snell-Rood, 2013). Phenotypic plas-
ticity adaptively calibrates psychology and
behaviour to local ecological challenges (Sng
et al., 2018). For example, the tendency for
people lower in socio-economic status to dis-
count future rewards is hypothesised to be an
adaptive response to environmental harshness
(Pepper & Nettle, 2017). Second, heritable vari-
ation in psychological traits can be maintained
by evolution if different levels of the trait are
adaptive in different contexts; a mechanism
known as balancing selection on fitness trade-
offs (Buss, 2009; Nettle, 2006). For example,
the extraversion dimension of personality is
hypothesised to result from the trade-offs
underlying different extraversion levels (e.g.,
extroverts benefit from increased sexual
encounters but also suffer from increased risk
of illness; Nettle, 2006). An evolutionary
approach therefore explains diversity, as well
as uniformity, in human psychology and
behaviour.

Table 2.1. Different solutions to the two key challenges of group living in great apes and humans

Challenge of
group living Great ape behaviour Human behaviour

Cooperation Dominance hierarchies (Foerster
et al., 2016; Goodall, 1986)

Egalitarian social relationships (Boehm,
1993)

Competition over food (Gilby, 2006) Cooperative food sharing (Gurven, 2004)
Lack of communication during
coordination (Melis et al., 2009)

Cooperative communication (Koomen &
Herrmann, 2018)

Group
conformity

Non-symbolically marked coalitions
(de Waal, 1982)

Symbolically marked cultural groups
(Henrich, 2015)

Behavioural traditions (Van Schaik
et al., 2003; Whiten et al., 2007)

Cultural norms and institutions (Richerson &
Boyd, 2005)

Informational conformity (Haun
et al., 2012)

Normative conformity (Claidière & Whiten,
2012; Schulman, 1967)

No third-party punishment of selfish
behaviour (Riedl et al., 2012)

Third-party punishment of norm violators
(Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004)

Territorial coalitional defence
(Goodall, 1982)

In-group/out-group biases based on cultural
markers (Kinzler et al., 2007, 2009)
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Evolutionary accounts of human behaviour
also emphasise that culture has been a key
driving force in human evolution (Henrich,
2015; Richerson & Boyd, 2005). Unlike other
primates, humans depend upon a large body of
socially learned beliefs, norms, and values in
order to survive in novel environments. These
cultural traits are inherited and accumulated
within social groups over many generations,
providing solutions to local adaptive problems
(e.g., foraging, hunting, food processing) that
individuals could not solve through trial and
error alone (Henrich &McElreath, 2003). As a
result, humans have evolved to be keenly
attentive to cultural information, readily learn-
ing social norms from a young age (Rakoczy
et al., 2008). Humans also preferentially direct
their learning towards individuals within the
same cultural group, as delineated by cultural
markers like accent (Kinzler et al., 2009) or
language (Kinzler et al., 2007). Thus, an evo-
lutionary approach also highlights cultural
variability (Henrich, 2015), highly interde-
pendent sociality (Tomasello et al., 2012),
and groupishness (Bernhard et al., 2006) as
key features of human psychology.
Daniel Dennett once described evolutionary

theory as a universal acid which revolutionises
every discipline it touches (Dennett, 1995).
Indeed, evolutionary perspectives on human
psychology continue to shed light on various
topics, including personality (Buss, 2009), cul-
ture (Henrich, 2015), religion (Norenzayan
et al., 2016), and cooperation (Nowak, 2006).
We now review several recent evolutionary
approaches to political ideology.

2.2 Evolutionary Approaches to
Political Ideology

Differences in human political preferences are
profound. Individuals differ widely in their
opinions regarding taxation, healthcare, edu-
cation, public spending, border control, and

gun laws. In recent decades, these differences
have resulted in a highly polarised political
climate (Pew Research Center, 2014; see
Chapter 25). Understanding why people
develop different political preferences there-
fore remains a pressing question for the
social sciences.
One potential explanation for human polit-

ical differences is that they arise simply from
partisan identification: individuals harbour
different political attitudes because they iden-
tify with different political parties (Campbell
et al., 1960). Some evolutionary scholars argue
that people align their attitudes with political
parties that best serve their inclusive fitness
interests (i.e., advancing evolutionarily rele-
vant outcomes like resources, reproduction,
and social status for self and close genetic
relations; Petersen, 2015; Weeden &
Kurzban, 2014). This perspective fits with
research showing that people readily group
into political coalitions and perceive other
coalitions as sources of threat (Brandt et al.,
2014). However, it cannot explain why
people’s political attitudes frequently contra-
dict their inclusive fitness interests, such as
disadvantaged individuals opposing welfare
policies or wealthy individuals supporting eco-
nomic redistribution (Jost et al., 2003).

By contrast, differences in political prefer-
ences appear to arise from underlying differ-
ences in political ideology (Jost, 2006).
Political ideology is defined as a set of stable
interrelated beliefs and attitudes that organise
views on political and social issues (Jost et al.,
2009). Typically, political ideology is concep-
tualised as varying along a single left-right
spectrum, with liberalism on the left and con-
servatism on the right (see Chapter 6). Liberals
tend to emphasise social change and equality,
whereas conservatives tend to endorse trad-
itional morality and hierarchy. This liberal-
conservative spectrum is the most widely used
framework for describing political differences
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in both popular media and the scientific litera-
ture (Claessens et al., 2020).

However, research over the last 50 years has
repeatedly converged on a two-dimensional
framework for describing political differences
(Claessens et al., 2020; Duckitt & Sibley,
2009). The first dimension, often referred to
as economic conservatism or social dominance
orientation (SDO), organises views on tax-
ation, welfare systems, public healthcare, and
free education, and captures preferences for
hierarchy versus equality. The second dimen-
sion, often referred to as social conservatism or
right-wing authoritarianism (RWA), organises
views on abortion, same-sex marriage, crim-
inal justice, and militarisation, and captures
preferences for group-based social control
versus individual autonomy. This two-
dimensional framework fits better with the
results of exploratory factor analytic models
and offers improved internal consistency
and external validity over unidimensional
approaches (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009).

Since there is evidence that the two dimen-
sions of political ideology are heritable
(Batrićević & Littvay, 2017; Lewis & Bates,
2017), found across cultures (Ashton et al.,
2005), and map onto low-level physiological
and genetic differences (Hibbing et al., 2014),
natural selection could have sculpted variation
in them over evolutionary time. Indeed, recent
research has provided insights into the evolu-
tionary foundations of the two dimensions of
political ideology.
A growing body of work shows a positive

relationship between economic conservatism
and physical dominance attributes (Petersen
& Laustsen, 2019; Price et al., 2011, 2017).
One recent study found that, across 12 high-
powered cross-cultural conceptual replica-
tions, both self-reported measures of physical
formidability (e.g., motivation to build muscu-
larity) and objective measures of formidability
(e.g., handgrip strength, upper-body strength)

correlated positively with economic conserva-
tism and SDO in males, but not females
(Petersen & Laustsen, 2019). In both our
species and our primate cousins, conflicts over
resources are often decided by differences in
physical formidability, suggesting that the eco-
nomic dimension of ideology may be related to
resource conflict and competition.
Researchers have consistently found positive

relationships between social conservatism and
disgust sensitivity, pathogen avoidance, and
parasite stress (Hodson & Costello, 2007;
Inbar et al., 2009, 2012; Tybur et al., 2010; for
a meta-analysis, see Terrizzi et al., 2013). One
large-scale cross-cultural study found that indi-
viduals higher in traditionalism, a measure of
social conservatism, exhibited greater disgust
sensitivity and were more likely to come from
nations with higher parasite stress (Tybur et al.,
2016). No relationship was found for economic
conservatism. Based on these findings, scholars
have suggested that social conservatism may
reflect variation in the sensitivity of the behav-
ioural immune system, a cluster of evolved
behavioural and psychological mechanisms
that provide organisms with a first line of
defence against disease-causing microorgan-
isms (Schaller & Park, 2011).

Other authors argue that the relationship
between disgust sensitivity and social
conservatism can be understood under the more
general umbrella of threat sensitivity, or nega-
tivity bias, which they claim uniquely describes
the core of social conservatism (Hibbing et al.,
2014). A human cognitive bias increasing the
salience of threatening stimuli makes evolution-
ary sense under the logic of error management
theory (Haselton & Nettle, 2006), which posits
that decisions made under uncertainty should
be adaptively biased towards making less costly
errors. Indeed, sensitivity to threatening stimuli
that are not disgusting, such as sudden noises
(Oxley et al., 2008), has also been linked to
social conservatism. Under this view, social
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conservatives are self-protective and risk-averse
in their policy views (e.g., adhering to tried-and-
tested social norms, opposing social change)
because they have a stronger negativity bias
and, thus, are acting to reduce the probability
of negative events occurring.
Moral Foundations Theory (Graham et al.,

2009; Haidt, 2012) provides further insight into
the evolutionary foundations of the two dimen-
sions of political ideology. This theory argues
that moral reasoning can largely be explained
by people’s sensitivities to five evolved moral
foundations: Care/Harm, Fairness/Cheating,
Loyalty/Betrayal, Authority/Subversion, and
Sanctity/Degradation. These foundations are
hypothesised to be solutions to adaptive prob-
lems faced by humans in their evolutionary
history. The Care/Harm foundation is related
to adaptive problems of nurturing and protect-
ing vulnerable individuals, such as infants, and
the Fairness/Cheating foundation reflects prob-
lems of cooperating with others to mutual
benefit and detecting cheaters. The Loyalty/
Betrayal foundation relates to problems of
coalition-formation and group defence, while
the Authority/Subversion foundation reflects
the need for an established authority to pro-
mote group coordination. The Sanctity/
Degradation foundation responds to problems
of disease and contamination.
These five moral foundations correlate with

political ideology. Initial research focused on
the liberal-conservative spectrum, showing
that liberals advocate the Care and Fairness
dimensions above the others, while conserva-
tives give equal weight to all five dimensions
(Graham et al., 2009). More recent work has
begun to link the moral foundations to the
economic and social dimensions of ideology
separately. Factor analysis shows that the five
moral foundations can be reduced to two dis-
tinct sets: Individualising foundations (Care/
Harm, Fairness/Cheating) and Binding founda-
tions (Loyalty/Betrayal, Authority/Subversion,

Sanctity/Degradation; Graham et al., 2009;
Sinn & Hayes, 2017). One study found that
sensitivity to the Individualising foundations
correlates with SDO, whereas sensitivity to
the Binding foundations correlates with RWA
(Federico et al., 2013). Another study found
that factor analysis of self-report items captur-
ing the moral foundations and political ideol-
ogy produced a two-factor solution: one with
high loadings from Individualising foundations
and SDO, and the other with high loadings
from Binding foundations and RWA (Sinn &
Hayes, 2017). These results suggest that, des-
pite its proposed five-factor structure, Moral
Foundations Theory has independently con-
verged upon the same two dimensions of ideol-
ogy that have been repeatedly identified in
political psychology (Claessens et al., 2020;
Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). The first dimension
reflects adaptive problems relating to care, nur-
turance, and cooperation, and the second
dimension reflects problems relating to group
defence, group coordination, and disease
avoidance.
In sum, evolutionary approaches provide

important insights into the two dimensions of
political ideology separately. However, until
recently, these distinct threads of research were
not synthesised into a cohesive two-dimensional
theory of political ideology. As well as explain-
ing the evolutionary origins of the two dimen-
sions, such a synthesis would ideally explain
why this specific two-dimensional structure
organises political attitudes and values, as
opposed to some other structure. Furthermore,
researchers have not yet provided a rigorous
evolutionary account of variation along the
two dimensions within human populations.

2.3 Two Key Steps in the Evolution
of Human Group Living

In order to synthesise existing evolutionary
approaches to the two dimensions of political
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ideology, we recently proposed a theory out-
lining the dual evolutionary foundations of
political ideology (Claessens et al., 2020). We
begin with the assertion outlined at the begin-
ning of this chapter: politics is fundamentally
the process of dealing with the conflicts of
interest that arise from group living (Haidt,
2012; Hibbing et al., 2013; Petersen, 2015).
Research bringing together evidence on the
evolution of human group living from a range
of disciplines suggests that large-scale human
groups evolved in two key steps (Jensen et al.,
2014; Sterelny, 2007; Tomasello et al., 2012;
Tomasello & Vaish, 2013). In the first step,
human societies transformed from the more
competitive and hierarchical societies charac-
teristic of the great apes to relatively egalitar-
ian and mutually cooperative societies
(Boehm, 1993). This shift was purportedly
driven by an increased reliance on large game
hunting, which required increased cooperation
between individuals (Tomasello et al., 2012).
In the second step, humans developed a group
conformist psychology to deal with increasing
group size, competition between rival groups,
and ecological pressures. Social norms sig-
nalled cultural group identity, prescribed
locally adaptive behaviour, and designated
solutions to large-scale group coordination
problems (Cronk & Leech, 2013; Henrich,
2015). Threats from rival groups and harsh
ecological pressures also increased fitness
interdependence within groups (i.e., the extent
to which individuals’ fitness interests positively
covary; Aktipis et al., 2018) and created the
conditions for the differential survival of some
cultural groups over others (Richerson et al.,
2016), encouraging in-group favouritism,
adherence to tried-and-tested social norms,
and punishment of in-group members who
deviated from social norms (Henrich, 2015).
Thus, in response to the challenges of group
living, social drives for cooperation and group
conformity were favoured in ancestral

humans, resulting in early hunter-gatherer
groups characterised by relatively egalitarian
sociopolitical structures (Boehm, 1993) and
deeply embedded norms, conventions, and
institutions (Henrich, 2015).
Comparisons of modern great apes and

humans provide evidence for these two steps
in the evolution of human group living
(Table 2.1). Regarding the first key step, chim-
panzees show some evidence of coordination
with conspecifics to mutual benefit (Melis
et al., 2009), but they do not seem to have
other-regarding preferences (Silk et al., 2005),
treating conspecifics merely as social tools to
achieve individual goals (Melis et al., 2006a).
In competition over food, contests between
chimpanzees are usually decided by hierarch-
ical dominance relationships (Melis et al.,
2006b). In contrast, humans are spontaneously
prosocial (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006), can
effectively communicate with one another to
solve coordination problems (Koomen &
Herrmann, 2018), and are often egalitarian in
their division of food (Gurven, 2004; Hamann
et al., 2011).

Regarding the second key step, while chim-
panzees (Whiten et al., 2007) and orangutans
(Van Schaik et al., 2003) adopt local behav-
ioural traditions, they do not seem to adhere
to group-wide social norms (Burkart et al.,
2018). Furthermore, while chimpanzees
engage in second-party punishment of con-
specifics when they have been personally
affected, they do not punish third parties
who violate shared group norms (Riedl
et al., 2012). In contrast, humans naturally
conform to social norms (Claidière &
Whiten, 2012) and harbour a wide range of
self-conscious emotions dedicated to norma-
tivity, such as shame and guilt (Vaish et al.,
2011). Humans also actively enforce social
norms on others, responding to norm viola-
tions with both second-party and third-party
punishment (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004).
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Developmental psychology has also
revealed that cooperation and group
conformity emerge reliably in humans at a
young age. Children as young as one to three
years old actively cooperate with others
(Warneken et al., 2006) and prefer equal allo-
cations of resources (Hamann et al., 2011).
Normative behaviours, such as conformity
and peer punishment, emerge later around five
years of age (Vaish et al., 2011) indicating the
development of a distinct social drive for
group conformity. Together with comparative
studies, this evidence suggests that the social
drives for cooperation and group conformity
are distinct evolved features of human psych-
ology that were selected for after our shared
common ancestor with great apes.
These two basic social drives for cooper-

ation and group conformity map onto the
two dimensions of political ideology
(Claessens et al., 2020; Duckitt & Sibley,
2009). Economic conservatism and SDO are
associated with power, hierarchy, and domin-
ance. These motives reflect the kind of anti-
egalitarian behaviours that the first key step in
the evolution of group living acted to suppress
(Boehm, 1993). Social conservatism and
RWA, by contrast, are associated with trad-
ition, conformity, and religiosity – motives
that reflect the group conformist normative
psychology favoured by the second key step
in the evolution of human group living.
We have also suggested two mechanisms,

rooted in evolutionary logic, which could pro-
duce variation in cooperation and group con-
formity within human populations. First, as
previously mentioned, fitness trade-offs can
result in the evolution of functional heritable
individual differences via balancing selection
(Nettle, 2006). Both cooperation and group
conformity come with fitness trade-offs.
Cooperative behaviour comes with benefits
(e.g., cooperative partner choice, reputational
benefits), but also costs (e.g., exploitation by

free-riders). Similarly, group conformist
behaviour comes with benefits (e.g., adaptabil-
ity to the group’s local conditions), but also
costs (e.g., less innovation). These trade-offs
are expected to maintain heritable individual
differences in cooperative and group conform-
ist behaviour within human populations
(Cesarini et al., 2008; Wallace et al., 2007).
Second, phenotypic plasticity allows the psy-
chological mechanisms underlying cooper-
ation and group conformity to calibrate
behavioural outputs based on differing envir-
onmental inputs. Cooperative behaviour is
elicited in some situations (e.g., reputation at
stake), but suppressed in others (e.g., interact-
ing with defectors; Delton & Robertson, 2016).
Similarly, particular environmental conditions
reliably evoke group conformity (e.g., environ-
mental unpredictability, pathogen threats;
Morgan et al., 2011; Murray & Schaller,
2012), while others suppress it (e.g., presence
of potential mates; Griskevicius et al., 2006).
This sensitivity to environmental input
explains why SDO correlates with viewing
the world as a competitive jungle, whereas
RWA correlates with viewing the world as
threatening, dangerous, and unpredictable
(Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). Together, fitness
trade-offs and phenotypic plasticity maintain
functional variation in cooperation and group
conformist behaviour, naturally producing
variation in economic and social conservatism
in modern human populations.
This dual evolutionary theory of political

ideology synthesises existing evolutionary
approaches to the two dimensions. Under the
dual foundations model, economic conserva-
tism and SDO are associated with physical
formidability because resource-holding power
is an important cue for the psychological
mechanisms underlying cooperative behav-
iour. If an individual correctly perceives their
own resource-holding power as high, then this
will motivate the accumulation of resources
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via dominance and power rather than egalitar-
ian sharing (Geniole et al., 2017), leading to a
reduction in cooperative behaviour and a con-
current increase in economic conservatism and
SDO. We also suggest that social conservatism
and RWA are associated with disgust sensitiv-
ity because perceived threats from infectious
diseases motivate out-group avoidance
(Hodson et al., 2013), parochialism
(Navarrete & Fessler, 2006), and conformity
to group norms (Murray & Schaller, 2012),
leading to a concurrent increase in social con-
servatism and RWA.

2.4 Conclusion and Future Directions

Evolutionary explanations for human psych-
ology consider why humans behave the way
they do (Scott-Phillips et al., 2011). In this
chapter, we have applied this evolutionary
approach to human political ideology to show
that variation in ideology is related to specific
psychological adaptations that function to
navigate the challenges of human social group
living. The dual evolutionary model of polit-
ical ideology (Claessens et al., 2020) highlights
two particular challenges of group living that
organise political ideology – cooperation and
group conformity – and, in doing so, offers an
overarching framework for a wide variety of
existing findings in political psychology. This
consilience of evidence provides a deeper
understanding of the human political animal,
illuminating why people so often disagree in
this morally charged arena of social life.
There remain several unanswered questions

for evolutionary approaches to political ideol-
ogy. First, does the economic dimension of
political ideology capture preferences for com-
petition at the group level or the individual
level? Social dominance theorists stress that
SDO is specifically a measure of group-based
(not interpersonal) dominance (Pratto et al.,
1994). Indeed, SDO predicts prejudice and

discrimination based on group identity
(Pratto et al., 1994). However, drawing on
empirical relationships between economic
conservatism and physical dominance attri-
butes (Petersen, 2015) and between SDO
and interpersonal competition in economic
games (Grünhage & Reuter, 2020;
Haesevoets et al., 2015; Halali et al., 2018),
the dual evolutionary model of political ideol-
ogy suggests that the economic dimension fun-
damentally reflects competition between
individuals rather than groups (Claessens
et al., 2020). Researchers studying social dom-
inance theory must integrate these new find-
ings into their conceptualisation and definition
of SDO.
Second, which socioecological factors influ-

ence the expression of political ideology? The
socioecology of political ideology is an
emerging area of research (Conway et al.,
2020; Sng et al., 2018). One well-studied
example is the relationship between regional
parasite stress and conservative values like
traditionalism, strong family ties, and religios-
ity (Fincher & Thornhill, 2012; Tybur et al.,
2016). But other candidate socioecological
influences on political ideology include popu-
lation density, genetic relatedness, sex ratio,
extrinsic mortality, and resource availability
(Sng et al., 2018), as well as other competitive,
unpredictable, and threatening environmental
conditions implicated by the dual foundations
model (Claessens et al., 2020). Emerging
research in this area will undoubtedly rely on
comparisons between different regions with
different ecologies. Studies must control for
sources of non-independence between regions,
such as spatial proximity and cultural related-
ness, as these dependencies can violate statis-
tical assumptions and prove problematic for
cross-regional inference, including prior work
on political ideology (Bromham et al., 2018).
Where possible, researchers should also utilise
multilevel designs with individuals nested
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within regions, in order to avoid the fallacy of
drawing individual-level inferences from
regional-level associations (Pollet et al., 2014).

Third, what are the proximate mechanisms
underlying political behaviour in humans?
Evolutionary approaches provide ultimate
explanations for behaviour, which opens the
door to research on the biological mechanisms
underlying behaviour. For example, research
has already begun to explore the neuropsycho-
logical correlates of political ideology
(Amodio et al., 2007; Kanai et al., 2011).
Future research could extend this work and
link more explicitly to the evolutionary
approaches reviewed above by studying how
political ideology covaries with the strength of
neurological responses to competition (Decety
et al., 2004), inequality (Dawes et al., 2012),
disease (Borg et al., 2008), and norm violations
(Bas-Hoogendam et al., 2017).

Fourth, how well do the patterns identified
by the evolutionary approaches reviewed
above generalise to non-WEIRD (Western,
Educated, Industralised, Rich, and
Democratic; Henrich et al., 2010) and small-
scale societies? Human societies across the
world organise their political systems in very
different ways, from smaller bands and tribes
to ethnically diverse megacities and nation
states (Service, 1962). If political psychology
has evolutionary roots, we should see similar
psychological mechanisms structuring political
issues across cultures, at each of these levels of
organisation. While some ambitious cross-
cultural work on political ideology has been
undertaken (Gelfand et al., 2011; Petersen &
Laustsen, 2019; Tybur et al., 2016), future
studies must extend their sampling to small-
scale societies. Personality psychologists have
already taken this step; for example, by testing
the Big Five personality structure in the
Tsimane of Bolivia (Gurven et al., 2013). In
order to conduct research like this in small-
scale societies, new self-report scales will be

required to measure political ideology.
References to Western group identities, status
markers, and social norms will need to be
replaced with references to locally relevant
cultural markers, status symbols, customs,
and traditions. This work will improve the
generalisability of evolutionary approaches to
political ideology.
Finally, research should explore how evolu-

tionary approaches can inform the species-
wide political challenges of the 21st century.
Modern large-scale challenges like climate
change, economic shocks, and responses to
global pandemics require unprecedented
cooperation between humans across the world.
But challenges like these have faced humans
throughout our evolutionary history, albeit on
a smaller scale, in the form of disease threats,
extrinsic risk, and collective action problems.
Understanding how ancestral humans solved
those smaller-scale problems can help us create
policies, design institutions, and collaborate
across party lines to tackle the large-scale pol-
itical challenges that face our species today.
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